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Abstract11

The cross validation of the radars in a network is important to make con-12

sistent retrievals across the domain and to assure the quality of the prod-13

ucts. During the RELAMPAGO field campaign, two C-band radars namely14

CSU-CHIVO (Colorado State University C-band Hydrological Instrument15

for Volumetric Observations) and CSAPR-2 (C-band Scan ARM Precipi-16

tation Radar) were deployed near the Sierras de Cordoba in Argentina, a17

region that is known for having some of the most intense severe weather18

in the world. In addition to these two radars, the operational radar of19

the Cordoba City namely RMA-1 (Radar Meteorológico Argentino 1) adds20

another instrument to the RELAMPAGO network. This paper presents21

an intercomparison study between the RELAMPAGO C-band radars us-22

ing the GPM spaceborne radar as common reference. A method to bring23

ground-based radars into better agreement is also proposed. Moreover, the24

attenuation correction for C-band radar is studied in the context of inter-25

comparing two radars. The attenuation coefficients were computed for the26

RELAMPAGO domain using local disdrometers deployed during the cam-27

paign. After conducting attenuation correction, CSU-CHIVO, CSAPR-228

and RMA-1 compare well with GPM-DPR with a high correlation and bias29

less than 1dB.30
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1. Introduction33

The RELAMPAGO was a field campaign that took place near the Sierras de34

Cordoba (SdC) in Argentina. TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission)35

observations indicate that the SdC have some of the most intense severe36

weather on the planet (Zipser et al. 2006). Details about TRMM can be37

found in Kummerow et al. (1998). RELAMPAGO brought to Argentina38

a dense network of ground-based sensors to investigate deep convection.39

The word Relampago stands for lightning in Spanish, the primary language40

spoken in South America.41

The SdC have raised the interest of scientists motivated by its storms’42

strength and characteristics. Since the study presented by Zipser et al.43

(2006), satellite observations have been used to study the weather near the44

SdC. For instance, Rasmussen and Houze (2011) uses TRMM and GOES-45

12 to characterize the type of convection in that region. They also studied46

the vertical structure of wide convective cores using the precipitation radar47

on board TRMM. Details about the precipitation radar on board TRMM48

can be found in Kozu et al. (2001). In Rasmussen and Houze (2016), the49

authors also use satellite observations to hypothesize the key ingredients for50
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convection initiation near the SdC.51

Satellite observations have helped to elucidate the storm’s characteris-52

tics that lead into such severe weather near the SdC. Nevertheless, ground53

observations were still needed to complete the picture. The RELAMPAGO54

field campaign was also motivated by the fact that the SdC can be used as55

a natural laboratory to further our understanding of deep convection.56

RELAMPAGO brought an interdisciplinary group of scientists and many57

sensors to Argentina. Two C-band radars were deployed near the SdC to58

investigate the terrain influence on deep convection. The operational radar59

of Cordoba City adds another instrument to the network of fixed radars60

that were collecting dual-polarization observation during RELAMPAGO.61

RELAMPAGO took place during the austral warm season of 2018. It62

had an intense observation period (IOP) from November to December of63

2018. The campaign also had an extended period (EOP) in January of 2019.64

During both observation periods, Global Precipitation Mission (GPM) core65

observatory made several overpasses over the SdC. With the dense network66

of ground-based sensors deployed during the campaign, RELAMPAGO pro-67

vides a valuable opportunity for GPM ground validation. Details about68

GPM mission can be found in Skofronick-Jackson et al. (2017); Hou et al.69

(2014).70

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive analysis evaluating the ground-71
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based radar (GR) during RELAMPAGO using the Dual-frequency Precipi-72

tation Radar (DPR) on board the GPM core observatory. Moreover, DPR73

is used as a common platform between the GRs to see if it can be used to74

bring them into better agreement. Besides, the comparison of the GRs with75

DPR is used as an evaluation of the attenuation correction procedure used76

for the C-band radars. Details about DPR can be found in Kojima et al.77

(2012); Iguchi (2020); Masaki et al. (2020); Seto et al. (2021)).78

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the network of79

GRs deployed during RELAMPAGO. It also presents an overview of the80

GPM DPR overpasses during the campaign, and it discusses important as-81

pects of the data analysis. Section 3 explains the procedures to compare82

the GRs between themselves and with DPR. It also presents some consid-83

erations regarding the limitations of the procedures. Section 4 shows the84

results of the comparisons between the different platforms. We also present85

a procedure to compute a more consistent bias between the network of radar.86

Section 5 offers a discussion of the results and Section 6 our conclusions.87

2. The RELAMPAGO radar observation88

In this section, we describe the radars used in our study and the GPM DPR89

overpasses during the RELAMPAGO campaign. The attenuation correction90

procedure to compensate the C-band reflectivity is also explained.91
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2.1 The network of C-band radar92

Three C-band radars in the RELAMPAGO domain are used in this study.93

These radars were collecting data during the IOP and the EOP. CSU-94

CHIVO and CSAPR-2 were brought to Argentina, and they were deployed95

near the SdC. The RMA-1 is the operational radar of the Cordoba City. All96

of them are C-band radars with dual-polarization capabilities.97 Fig. 1

CSU-CHIVO is a research radar from Colorado State University (CSU).98

Figure 1 shows a picture of CSU-CHIVO deployed South of Cordoba City.99

CSU-CHIVO started operating on November 10th, 2018, and it was scan-100

ning until January 31st, 2019.101 Fig. 2

CSAPR-2 was deployed as part of the CACTI (Clouds, Aerosols, and102

Complex Terrain Interactions) project. CACTI is a RELAMPAGO’s sister103

project funded by the US Department of Energy (DOE). CACTI brought104

many sensors to Argentina to study orographic clouds and their representa-105

tion in multi-scale models. RELAMPAGO and CACTI overlapped in time,106

and both deployed sensors near the SdC. Figure 2 shows CSAPR-2 radar,107

which is located by the radome on the top of the containers. As can be seen108

in Fig. 2, the CSAPR-2 site also contains other atmospheric sensors such109

as wind profiler, and cloud radar.110 Fig. 3

Figure 3 shows the location of the GRs used in this study. CSU-CHIVO111

is located at 31.63° S latitude, 64.17° W longitude, and 421 m altitude above112
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mean sea level (AMSL); CSAPR-2 coordinates are 32.13° S latitude, 64.73°113

W longitude, and 1,141 m altitude AMSL; RMA-1 is at 31.44° S latitude,114

64.19° W longitude, and 484 m altitude AMSL.115

In this study we will denote CSU-CHIVO by CHIVO, CSAPR-2 by116

CSAPR and RMA-1 by RMA for simplicity of notation.117

CHIVO and CSAPR are approximately 80 km apart, whereas CHIVO118

and RMA are around 25 km. The distance between RMA to CSAPR is119

approximately 120 km.120

2.2 Attenuation correction for the ground radars121

C-band reflectivity needs to be corrected for attenuation for quantitative122

analysis (Bringi and Chandrasekar, 2001). Therefore, the measured reflec-123

tivity (Zm) can be lower than the intrinsic reflectivity (Z), especially in124

precipitation.125

In dual-polarization radars, the specific differential phase (Kdp) can be126

used to account for attenuation. Kdp is related to the volume’s liquid water127

content. The following equation shows an estimation of the attenuation128

using Kdp (Bringi and Chandrasekar, 2001):129

AH = αKb
dp , (1)

where AH is the attenuation in the horizontal channel, and α, b are the130
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reflectivity attenuation coefficients.131

Taking into account the attenuation, the measured and the intrinsic132

reflectivity at a range r can be express in dB as:133

Zm(r) = Z(r)− 2

∫ r

0

A(S)dS , (2)

where the factor two in the integral means that the attenuation is accounted134

twice since the signal gets attenuated in both directions, from the radar to135

the target and vice versa. Replacing Eq. (1) in (2) and assuming b = 1, it136

yields that:137

Zm(r) = Z(r)− 2α

∫ r

0

Kdp(S)dS. (3)

Since Kdp is the derivative of the differential phase Φdp along with the range,138

Eq. (3) can be expressed as:139

Zm(r) = Z(r)− 2α[Φdp(r)− Φdp(0)]. (4)

Thus, the intrinsic reflectivity can be estimated as:140

Z(r) = Zm(r) + 2α[Φdp(r)− Φdp(0)]. (5)

The coefficient α can be computed using scattering simulations. Given141

a drop size distribution (DSD), one can simulate Kdp and AH , with Kdp142
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in deg/km and AH in dB/km. The slope from a linear regression with143

intercept in the origin would be the α-value. The DSD can be simulated144

with a Gamma distribution or it can be measured by disdrometer.145

In Bringi and Chandrasekar (2001), the value of α for C-band is reported146

as 0.073. This value was computed by averaging scattering simulation of a147

wide variety of Gamma DSD. They also varied the simulations’ temperature148

from 0 to 30°C and took the average to compute the α-value.149

We derive the α-value from measured DSD using data from the DOE 2-150

dimensional video-disdrometer deployed near CSAPR during the campaign151

(Bartholomew, 2020). The scattering simulations from DSD collected dur-152

ing November and December of 2018 are computed. The simulations are153

done using the T-matrix procedure and a temperature of 10°C. An α-value154

of 0.15 was found for the C-band scattering simulation of the measured155

DSD.156

In the rest of the paper, we will refer to the RELAMPAGO coefficients157

to the one computed using the local disdrometer deployed during RELAM-158

PAGO. We will refer to the global average coefficients to the one reported159

in Bringi and Chandrasekar (2001).160
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2.3 Overview of GPM overpasses161

TRMM provided the observation to point out the SdC as a natural labora-162

tory to further our understanding of deep convection. However, by the time163

of the campaign, TRMM mission ended. Nevertheless, its successor, GPM164

was capturing many interesting cases in different precipitation regimes with165

dual wavelength capability.166

Table 1 shows a list of GPM DPR overpasses during RELAMPAGO with167

significant weather. The December 6th and January 13th overpasses cover168

CHIVO domain while the January 31st overpass covers CSAPR domain.169

The December 6th overpass also covers the RMA domain.170 Table 1

An RHI (Range Height Indicator) taken during an overpass provides a171

valuable opportunity for vertical analysis. An RHI observes a vertical cross-172

section of the storm seen by a radar. During RELAMPAGO, CHIVO and173

CSAPR scan strategy included RHI.174 Fig. 4

On December 6th, 2018, the CHIVO RHI along 315° azimuth overlaps175

significantly well with DPR Ku-band (KuPR) along angle bin 39. Figure176

4a shows the location of this RHI in solid line, and the KuPR angle bin 39177

in dashed line. Figure 5 shows a vertical section from both platforms. Note178

that the vertical structure of the storms shows similar patterns, adjusting179

for their respective resolutions. For instance, the bright band is located at180

around 2.5 km elevation.181 Fig. 5
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On January 13th, 2019, GPM DPR captured a group of convective cells182

over CHIVO domain. CHIVO RHI in azimuth 192◦ overlaps significantly183

well with KuPR angle bin 13. Figure 6 shows a vertical cross-section of184

the storm from DPR (Fig. 6a), and CHIVO (Fig. 6b). The solid and the185

dashed line in Fig. 4b represents the location of the RHI and the KuPR186

angle bin respectively for this case. Figure 6a.i shows KuPR reflectivity187

whereas Fig. 6a.ii shows the Dual Frequency Ratio (DFR). The DFR is188

computed from the DPR Ku and Ka equivalent reflectivity (Ze).189

CHIVO observations for January 13th, 2019 case are shown in Fig. 6b.190

Note that the core of the cell, located at 65 km from CHIVO and at latitude191

-32.2 for DPR, exhibits interesting features. Reflectivity is significantly192

high below 8 km for both platforms, and the column has a remarkable high193

DFR that coincides with high Kdp and differential reflectivity. Hydrometeor194

classification from CHIVO shows heavy rain below 5 km for this column.195 Fig. 6

GPM DPR did not have overpasses in the CSAPR domain during the196

IOP. However on January 31st, 2019, GPM DPR recorded an overpass with197

CSAPR while one of deep convective cells was in the radar domain. Figure198

7 shows a 3D depiction of KuPR reflectivity collected over CSAPR domain.199

The dashed line in Fig. 4c and Fig. 7 correspond to KuPR angle bin 37.200

Note from Fig. 7 that the storm is very deep and localized.201 Fig. 7
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3. Inter comparison of the RELAMPAGO network of202

ground-based radars with GPM203

This section describes the methods to compare the radars in the RELAM-204

PAGO network between themselves and with DPR. The cross-comparison205

is done using the KuPR radar. The term precipitation radar (PR) in this206

paper will refer to a radar on board a space aircraft to measure precipi-207

tation. The methodology to cross-compare a PR with a GR is explained208

first, and some considerations are analyzed in terms of the resolution and209

how it can affect the results. Finally, a simple method to inter-compare the210

ground-based radar is proposed.211

3.1 Cross-comparison with GPM212

Quantitative comparison between DPR on board the GPM core observatory213

and GRs is challenging. Many aspects need to be considered, such as time214

and space alignment.215

In terms of time alignment, when the GPM core observatory passes over216

the domain of a GR, their time difference needs to match well to obtain valid217

results. The GPM core observatory orbits the earth at a speed of 7 km/s218

(Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017). At this pace, The GPM core observatory219

covers the domain of a GR in approximately 30 seconds. While, it takes a220
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few minutes for a GR to scan its domain fully. Therefore, an overpass close221

to the middle of the start and end time of a GR scan is desired.222

The GRs under consideration have a beam-width of around one degree.223

At 60 km in range, the vertical resolution of a GR with this characteristic224

would be about 1 km. In the case of DPR, Kanemaru et al. (2020) shows225

with real data that the beam-width of KuPR is about 0.72 degrees. With226

this beam-width and measuring precipitation at around 400 km, KuPR has227

a footprint of approximately 5 km.228

The pulse duration is related to the range resolution of a radar. The229

range resolution tells what is the vertical and horizontal resolution for a PR230

and a GR respectively. Since a PR is scanning from the space, the range231

resolution indicates the vertical resolution in the data. Differently, for a232

GR, the range resolution designates the horizontal resolution.233 Table 2

Table 2 shows a summary of the PR and the GRs resolution used in234

this study. As can be seen in the table, the PR and the GRs have better235

range resolution than a footprint. However, since both platforms observe236

the weather from different perspectives, those variables represent different237

quantities in their data.238

Due to the difference in their geometries, a volume matching is needed to239

cross-compare DPR and a GR. Besides, since the spaceborne radar is mov-240

ing, it can have issues related to its orbits such as roll, pitch and yaw. Most241
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of these issues have been addressed for TRMM by Bolen and Chandrasekar242

(2003). In addition, Bolen and Chandrasekar (2000) and Anagnostou et al.243

(2001) have analyzed extensively the techniques to compare the ground and244

space borne radar. As a legacy from TRMM, these methods can be used245

for DPR.246

For volume matching, the tools developed by Bolen and Chandrasekar247

(2003) and implemented by Schwaller and Morris (2011) are used. This248

algorithm matches both platform data per each GR sweep. It takes the249

projection of the PR beam in the GR sweep. Then, it averages the gates250

along the PR beam that intersect with the GR sweep in the vertical. For251

the GR, it averages all the gates in azimuth and range that intersect with252

the PR beam. This procedure is done for each GR sweep and then for each253

PR beam. In this way, the algorithm computes the average reflectivity for254

the matched volumes.255

While very practical, the procedure in Schwaller and Morris (2011) has256

some limitations regarding the spatial distribution of the storm and the res-257

olution of each platform. The volume matching is done using the coarsest258

resolution for each platform, i.e., the PR horizontal resolution (5 km) and259

the GR vertical resolution (1 km). This has many implications when com-260

paring both platforms. For example, in the edges of the storm, non-uniform261

beam filling can affect the PR approximation with respect to the GR. On262
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the other hand, rapid changes in the vertical structure of the storm, such263

as in the melting layer or in convection, can affect the GR approximation264

with respect to the PR. Nevertheless, good results have been obtained using265

Schwaller and Morris (2011) procedure.266

Previous studies have compared GRs with space-borne radars individu-267

ally. For instance, Biswas and Chandrasekar (2018) compares the reflectiv-268

ity from DPR with GRs in different precipitation regimes. The GRs used269

by Biswas and Chandrasekar (2018) are part of the USA’s NEXRAD net-270

work, and they are located in different cities. Similarly, other studies such271

as the one presented by Warren et al. (2018) have used space-borne radars272

as a reference to calibrate GRs situated in different Australian cities. In273

addition, Louf et al. (2019) uses comparison with DPR to derive absolute274

calibration for GR reflectivity.275

The evaluation of GRs measurement with other measurements from the276

ground is important when comparing GRs with space-borne radars. The277

reason is that one can understand better the error structure. It also provides278

more insight into whether biases are from the cross-comparison with the279

space-borne radar or inherent to the GRs measurement. A good solution280

can be to compare a GR with another GR. However, the GRs need to be281

located nearby.282
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3.2 Inter-comparison of ground radars283

The network of GRs deployed during the RELAMPAGO campaign is very284

valuable for GPM ground validation. A dense network of radar was placed285

in a relatively small domain. As a result, the radars can be compared286

between them. In this study, we inter-compare each of the C-band radars287

deployed during RELAMPAGO with one another.288

The inter-comparison of the radars is done by creating a common Carte-289

sian grid. The origin of the grid is selected to be in the middle of the GRs290

to be compared. The reason is that it equally compensates for variation in291

the volume for each radar. A widespread stratiform case is used since it292

provides more stable conditions in terms of the storm variability.293

The grid size is chosen to be 16 km square. The vertical extent of the294

grid is 1.2 km. The horizontal resolution is selected to be the CHIVO range295

resolution, i.e., 150 m. While the vertical resolution is chosen to be 600 m.296

Only data below the melting layer is used. The reason is that the melt-297

ing layer introduces variabilities to the comparison due to strong spatial298

gradients. The melting layer is found using RHIs scan from CHIVO. In299

addition, only data above 1.2 km AMSL is used to avoid ground clutter.300

Since the grid vertical extend is 1.2 km, precipitation from 1.2 to 2.4 km301

AMSL is used to compared two GRs.302

On November 30th, 2018, at around 3:30 UTC there was a widespread303
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stratiform that covers the GRs’ domain. Data acquired around this time is304

used to perform the inter-comparison. Figure 8 shows CHIVO reflectivity305

for this case. Note from the RHI in Fig. 8b that the melting layer is located306

around 2.5 km above the ground level (AGL).307 Fig. 8

The metrics used to compare the reflectivity of a pair of radars are308

the bias, Pearson correlation coefficient (CORR), and the root mean square309

error (RMSE). They are defined respectively in the following set of equation:310

BIAS = E[RdX −RdY ] , (6a)

CORR =
Cov(RdX , RdY )

σRdX .σRdY
, (6b)

RMSE = E[(RdX −RdY )2]1/2 , (6c)

311

where E[.] is the expected value, RdX is the radar X and RdY the radar Y.312

Cov(.) is the co-variance and σR the standard deviation.313

4. Results of the inter-comparison of the RELAM-314

PAGO network of radar with GPM315

Comparisons between the radars in a network is important to make con-316

sistent retrievals across the study domain. This verification assures the317
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quality of the results and provides a more solid background for quantitative318

observation. In this section, we inter-compare the GRs deployed during319

RELAMPAGO. We use DPR as a common platform across the radars in320

the network. Error and bias are also computed based on DPR comparison.321

4.1 Cross-comparison of the ground-based radar with GPM322

To compare the RELAMPAGO GRs with GPM DPR, we initially perform323

attenuation correction to the reflectivity of each GR. The attenuation is324

estimated using the Kdp relationship stated in the Eq. (1). The global325

average value of the coefficient α in this equation is reported by Bringi and326

Chandrasekar (2001) as 0.073. However, we obtained a higher value of α327

(0.15) using local disdrometers deployed during the campaign.328

The difference in the RELAMPAGO and the global average coefficient329

leads into the question of which value shall be used to correct the RELAM-330

PAGO GR reflectivity. To answer this question, we perform attenuation331

correction to the CHIVO reflectivity using each coefficient separately. Then,332

the corrected reflectivity is compared with the KuPR reflectivity. It is worth333

noting that we use the KuPR corrected reflectivity available in the level 2A334

data set as the PR reflectivity. Figure 9 shows the cross-comparison of335

CHIVO with DPR for the overpass on January 13, 2019.336 Fig. 9

Figure 9a shows the comparison using the global mean coefficient re-337
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ported in the literature. In this figure, it is possible to see that the CHIVO338

reflectivity deviates from the KuPR as the reflectivity gets higher values.339

The bias between KuPR reflectivity and CHIVO is 0.71 dB, the correlation340

coefficient is 0.94 and the RMSE is 2.4 dB in this case.341

On the other hand, Fig. 9b shows the comparison using the local RE-342

LAMPAGO domain coefficient. In this figure, it can be seen that the343

CHIVO reflectivity matches well with KuPR reflectivity even for high val-344

ues. The bias between KuPR reflectivity and CHIVO is 0.1 dB, the corre-345

lation coefficient is 0.95 and the RMSE is 2.35 dB in this case. A higher346

correlation and lower RMSE is observed when using the RELAMPAGO co-347

efficient compared to the the results using the global coefficient. Similar348

results were also obtained with a different overpass on December 6th, 2018349

for CHIVO.350 Table 3

Table 3 shows a summary of the cross-comparison of the RELAMPAGO351

GRs with KuPR using the RELAMPAGO coefficient. In the table, it is352

possible to see that CHIVO shows almost no bias with respect to KuPR for353

both of its overpasses. CSAPR shows a positive bias, which means that its354

reflectivity is slightly smaller than DPR. On the contrary, RMA shows a355

negative bias, which might indicate an overestimation of its reflectivity. It356

is worth mentioning that different GRs capture different overpasses. This357

difference might have an effect in the consistency of the comparison.358
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4.2 Inter-comparison of the ground radars359

In this section, we present the results of the inter-comparison of the GRs360

used in our study. Similar to DPR cross-comparison, a better agreement361

between the radars was obtained using the RELAMPAGO coefficient. The362

inter-comparison is done for each pair of GRs, i.e., CHIVO vs CSAPR,363

CHIVO vs RMA, and RMA vs CSARP.364 Fig. 10

Figure 10 shows the scattergram of CHIVO and CSAPR reflectivity.365

Note that in the scattergram that CHIVO reflectivity seems to be slightly366

higher than CSAPR. Nevertheless, they compare well with a high correlation367

and low RMSE.368 Table 4

Table 4 shows the results for the rest of radars. The inter-comparison369

between CHIVO and RMA exhibits a negative bias. Which can be inter-370

preted as a lower value in CHIVO reflectivity with respect to RMA. In the371

case of RMA vs CSAPR, the bias is now positive. Which means that RMA372

reflectivity is higher than CSAPR.373

With the inter-comparison results, the question that arises is whether374

the GRs biases are consistent with the bias found with KuPR. The following375

section addresses this issue.376
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4.3 Bias consistency, analysis and estimation377

In the last subsections, each radar is compared with one another. In total378

4 radars are compared, including the KuPR. Tables 3 and 4 show the bias379

and correlation coefficient for the cross and inter comparison respectively.380

Nevertheless, we would like to know if the results are consistent between381

the different instrument. Therefore, we construct a visual representation in382

Fig. 11.383

Figure 11 shows the results of the comparison in a directed graph. The384

vertices are the radars and the edges the comparison metrics. The edges385

show the bias in parenthesis and the correlation coefficient in square brack-386

ets. The direction of the arrows represents how the bias is computed, where387

the X radar is the beginning and the Y radar the end of the arrow. X and Y388

are specified as in the Eq. (6a). Since CHIVO had multiple overpasses, we389

average their biases and correlations to construct the KuPR-CHIVO edge.390 Fig. 11

The graph is arranged in the form of a triangular based pyramid. KuPR391

is placed in the apex of the pyramid because it is a common platform across392

the network of radars. In other words, KuPR is used as a reference in393

the space to bring the other corners of the pyramid together. The GRs394

are placed in the pyramid’s base to represent that they are ground-based395

sensors.396

To have an insight into the bias consistency, one can take a walk around397
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one of the pyramid faces and add the biases. Let’s call the result of this398

summation the residual bias (δB) from a face. For example, take the phase399

formed by CHIVO-RMA-CSAPR. In this case, the residual bias is:400

δB = B(CHIV O,RMA) +B(RMA,CSAPR) +B(CSAPR,CHIV O)

= B(CHIV O,RMA) +B(RMA,CSAPR)−B(CHIV O,CSAPR)

= (−0.95) + (1.91)− (1.31) = −0.35 ,

(7)

where B(RdX , RdY ) means the bias between the radar X and the Y. Note401

that B(RdX , RdY ) = −B(RdY , RdX) because the way the bias is defined.402

This is the reason why B(CSAPR, CHIVO) is replaced by -B(CHIVO,403

CSAPR) in the second line of Eq. (7).404

Intuitively, the residual bias of a face should be equal to zero. The reason405

is that a radar’s bias with itself is zero, or mathematically, B(RdX , RdX) =406

0. Since one returns to the same radar after finishing a walk through the407

face, it is natural to expect that the biases compensate along the vertices408

and as a result the residual bias should be zero. For example, in the walk409

through CHIVO-RMA-CSAPR face, one starts with the bias from CHIVO410

to RMA and concludes with the bias from CSAPR to CHIVO (first line of411

Eq. (7)).412 Table 5

In this respect, computing the residual bias for each face can provide a413
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sense of how consistent is the comparison between the radars. Table 5 shows414

the δB for each face of the graph in Fig. 11. The meaning of δB̃ in Table415

5 will be explained later in this section. The residual biases are computed416

counter-clockwise in the direction specified by the order of the radar in417

the table. Note that a switch in the clockwise direction only changes the418

residual bias sign, but the magnitude remains constant.419

From Table 5, one can see that the absolute maximum residual bias (420

max. |δB|) is 0.52 dB. This max. |δB| can be interpreted as the comparison421

of each sensor to one another is consistent within half of dB. More about422

this interpretation is expanded in the discussion section.423

Moreover, this confirms that we can use KuPR to bring the network424

of GRs into better agreement. A new bias between each pair of radars is425

recomputed. The new bias is found by averaging the sum of biases from426

the paths that connect two radars in the graph. The averaging is weighted427

using the correlation coefficient. When a path has more than one edge, the428

correlation coefficient is found by multiplying the individual correlations.429

For instance, to go from CHIVO to CSAPR, one can go directly, through430

KuPR, or through RMA. We did not include paths that have more than one431

radar in between e.g. CHIVO-RMA-KuPR-CSAPR. The reason is because432

they can induce more uncertainty in the estimation. Hence, the path’s433

biases for the CHIVO and CSAPR example are given by:434
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B(CHIV O,CSAPR|KuPR) = B(CHIV O,KuPR) +B(KuPR,CSAPR),

B(CHIV O,CSAPR|RMA) = B(CHIV O,RMA) +B(RMA,CSAPR),

(8)

where B(RdX , RdY |RdZ) is the sum of biases in the path that connect the435

radar X and Y passing through the radar Z.436

Similarly, the correlation of the path that connect the radar X with Y437

passing through the radar Z can be defined as:438

Corr(RdX , RdY |RdZ) = Corr(RdX , RdZ)× Corr(RdZ , Rdy). (9)

In this way, the correlation of the paths that goes from CHIVO to439

CSAPR are given by:440

Corr(CHIV O,CSAPR|KuPR) = Corr(CHIV O,KuPR)× Corr(KuPR,CSAPR),

Corr(CHIV O,CSAPR|RMA) = Corr(CHIV O,RMA)× Corr(RMA,CSAPR).

(10) Table 6

Table 6 shows the numeric values of the paths’ bias and correlation441

that connects CHIVO and CSAPR. As expected, the direct path that con-442

nects CHIVO and CSAPR has the highest correlation because it doesn’t go443

through any other radars. However, the smaller biases going through KuPR444

and RMA suggest that the bias between CHIVO and CSAPR should be445
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lower than the bias computed directly. Therefore, it makes sense to com-446

pute a new bias combining the biases from different paths. The correlation447

can be used to weight the bias.448

In the case of CHIVO and CSAPR, the bias can be recalculated as449

follows:450

B̃(CHIV O,CSAPR) =

[B(CHIV O,CSAPR)× Corr(CHIV O,CSAPR)+

B(CHIV O,CSAPR|KuPR)× Corr(CHIV O,CSAPR|KuPR)+

B(CHIV O,CSAPR|RMA)× Corr(CHIV O,CSAPR|RMA)]/

[Corr(CHIV O,CSAPR) + Corr(CHIV O,CSAPR|KuPR)+

Corr(CHIV O,CSAPR|RMA)],

(11)

where B̃(RdX , RdY ) is the estimation of the new bias between the radar X451

and Y.452

In a similar way, the new biases are computed for the other edges of453

the graph and they are shown in Fig. 12. Table 5 shows the new residual454

bias (δB̃) for the faces of the graph in Fig. 12. Note that the the absolute455

maximum residual bias (max. |δB̃|) is 0.17 dB for Fig. 12 graph. This456

reduction in the max. |δB̃| compared to the max. |δB| from Fig. 11 can457

be interpreted as the new estimated biases are in better agreement in the458

network.459 Fig. 12
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5. Discussion460

A discussion of the main results in this study is presented. First, the increase461

in the α-value in the RELAMPAGO domain is examined. Second, the462

residual bias as a measurement of the consistency of the bias in a radar463

network is explained. Finally, a procedure to find a more consistent bias464

between the network of radars is discussed.465

We found a change in the α-value derived from the local disdrometer in466

the RELAMPAGO domain compared to the α-value reported by Bringi and467

Chandrasekar (2001), that was derived from a global set of DSDs. A com-468

parison with KuPR suggests a better agreement using the RELAMPAGO469

α-value for the GR’s attenuation correction. Almost a one-to-one agree-470

ment was observed for CHIVO using the RELAMPAGO coefficient. The471

results shown in Fig. 9 suggests that the higher the reflectivity, the lower472

the agreement for the global average coefficient.473

The change in the RELAMPAGO α-value is due to the narrower do-474

main of DSD for the local region. The RELAMPAGO domain is known for475

having some of the most intense convection on earth. Disdrometer analysis476

shown by Rivelli Zea (2020) reveals an increase in the normalized droplet477

concentration in the RELAMPAGO domain. This variation in the DSD478

in the RELAMPAGO domain makes more relevant the computation of the479

attenuation coefficients for this region.480
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The graphical representation shown in Fig. 11 helps to have a better481

interpretation of the results. For example, CHIVO shows a good agree-482

ment with KuPR with a high correlation within 0.9 and almost unbiased483

reflectivity. CSAPR and RMA also compare well with KuPR with corre-484

lation within 0.8 and around 1 dB bias. CHIVO also compares well with485

CSAPR and RMA with a high correlation within 0.85. The slightly low486

correlation between RMA and CSAPR was expected because the distance487

between these two radars is the longest.488

The graph in Fig. 11 also suggests the residual bias’s computation as489

shown in Eq. (7) for CHIVO-RMA-CSAPR face. The residual bias along490

the faces of the graph provides a sense of the consistency of the comparison.491

Ideally, the residual bias should be zero. An intuitive explanation is because492

in a close path one returns back to the starting point. As a result, δB can493

be seen as the ”boundary condition”, as instrument’s bias with itself, i.e.,494

zero.495

As shown in Table 5, the maximum absolute residual bias in Fig. 11496

is about half of dB. The max. |δB| can be seen as a measurement of the497

bias consistency between different instruments. The reason is that each δB498

represents how consistent is the bias between three of the sensors. The499

results show a max. |δB| of half of dB, which can be interpreted as the500

mean uncertainty of the radars’ comparison.501
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A method to find a more consistent bias in the graph is proposed. The502

bias between two radars is combined with the bias going through the other503

two radars in the graph. An example to compute a new bias between CHIVO504

and CSAPR using the information from KuPR and RMA is presented in505

Eq. (11). The same procedure is applied to the other radars in the network,506

including KuPR.507

The values of the new biases are presented in Fig. 12. The residual508

bias is found for the faces of the new graph, and it is shown in Table 5 in509

the δB̃ column. Note that there is a reduction in the residual bias for the510

recalculated graph. The lower δB̃ can be interpreted as the biases in the511

graph are more consistent between the different nodes.512

6. Summary and Conclusions513

We present an intercomparison of three radars with KuPR in this study.514

The intercomparison is done using the network of C-band radars deployed515

during the RELAMPAGO field campaign in Argentina. We also compare516

the GRs between each other. Each instrument is compared pairwise with517

one another, including KuPR. Evaluating the network consistency in itself is518

the unique aspect of this paper, in addition to the comparison with KuPR.519

Attenuation correction coefficients were computed from DSD measured520

by disdrometer deployed in the GRs domain during the field campaign to521
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improve the accuracy of attenuation corrected reflectivity. The derived co-522

efficients were slightly higher than the global average values reported in523

the literature. The bias between KuPR and the GRs reduces when the524

RELAMPAGO coefficients are used to correct attenuation.525

We propose a method to evaluate the consistency of the bias in the526

network of GRs and KuPR. Previous studies compare each GR with KuPR527

individually. The GRs used in this study were located such that there was528

enough overlapping coverage regions that allowed performing comparison529

between them. Therefore, we were able to compute the bias between each530

pair of instruments. The residual bias between three of the radars is used531

to have a sense of the biases’ consistency. We also propose a method to532

compute a more consistent bias between two radars employing the other533

instruments’ information.534
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Fig. 1: CSU-CHIVO deployed south of Cordoba City, Argentina, during
RELAMPAGO.
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CSAPR-2 

SODAR

XSACR and KaSACR

KAZR

Fig. 2: ARM mobile facility deployed during CACTI-RELAMPAGO. Sen-
sors left to right: Sonic Detection and Ranging wind profiler (SODAR), C-
band Scan Precipitation Radar 2 (CSAPR-2), X and Ka band Scan ARM
Cloud Radars (XSACR and KaSACR), and Ka-band Zenith Radar (KAZR).
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Fig. 3: Map with the locations of the network of C-band radars during the
RELAMPAGO campaign (CSU-CHIVO, CSAPR-2, and RMA-1).
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 4: KuPR reflectivity at 2 km altitude on (a) December 6th, 2018 at
05:22 UTC, (b) January 13th, 2019 at 4:01 UTC, and (c) January 31st,
2019 at 22:35 UTC. The solid line in (a), and (b) indicates CHIVO RHI
along 315°, and 192° azimuth respectively. The dashed line in (a), (b), and
(c) denotes KuPR angle bins 39, 13, and 37 respectively. The doted lines
represents the edges of the KuPR swath. The rings in (a), and (b) are
centered at CHIVO, whereas for (c) are centered at CSAPR.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: December 6th, 2018 reflectivity from: (a) CHIVO RHI along 315°
azimuth at 05:18 UTC, and (b) KuPR along angle bin 39 at 05:22 UTC. The
CHIVO RHI and DPR angle bin are marked by the solid and the dashed
line in Fig. 4a.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6: January 13th, 2019. (a): DPR along angle bin 13 at 4:01 UTC, Ku-
band reflectivity (i), and Dual Frequency Ratio (DFR) (ii). (b): CHIVO
RHI along 192◦ azimuth at 4:06 UTC, reflectivity (i), differential reflectivity
(ii), specific differential phase (iii), and hydrometeor classification (iv).
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Fig. 7: KuPR reflectivity on January 31st, 2019 at 22:35 UTC, 3D depiction.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8: CHIVO reflectivity on November 30th, 2018. (a) PPI scan at 3:30
UTC, and (b) RHI scan at 3:37 UTC.
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Fig. 9: CSU-CHIVO and KuPR reflectivity comparison for January 13, 2019
case at 4:02 UTC. CHIVO reflectivity is corrected for attenuation using (a)
global average coefficient, and (b) coefficient computed from the disdrometer
in the field. The dots represent the mean and bars one standard deviation.
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Fig. 10: CSAPR-2 and CSU-CHIVO reflectivity comparison for November
30th, 2018 case at 3:30 UTC. CSAPR and CHIVO reflectivities are corrected
for attenuation using coefficient computed from the disdrometer in the field.
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Fig. 11: Bias (parenthesis, dB) and correlation coefficient (square brackets)
from the cross and inter comparison. The arrows indicate the direction in
which the bias is computed, being X the beginning and Y the end of the
arrow.
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Fig. 12: Recalculated bias using the information from the other path as in
Eq. (11), the arrows are defined as in Fig. 11.
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Table 1: List of GPM DPR overpasses during RELAMPAGO with signifi-
cant weather. The Radar column means the GRs that capture the overpass
with a good alignment in time and space with GPM DPR.

Date Time (UTC) Radar

2018/12/06 05:22 CHIVO/RMA
2019/01/13 04:01 CHIVO
2019/01/31 22:35 CSAPR
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Table 2: Resolution of space and ground-based radar used in this study.

Radar Beam-width (deg.) Pulse duration (µs) Range resolution (m) Footprint

KuPR 0.72 1.6/3.2 250/500 5 km at 400km
CSU-CHIVO 0.95 1.0 150 994 m at 60 km
CSAPR-2 0.90 0.7 100 942 m at 60 km
RMA-1 0.87 3.0 450 911 m at 60 km
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Table 3: Summary of the cross-comparison with KuPR of the ground-based
radars during RELAMPAGO. The time is for the overpass. The bias, cor-
relation coefficient, and RMSE are computed as defined in the set of Eq.
(6) where RdX is KuPR and RdY is the GR. The Samples column refers to
the number of points used in the comparison.

Date Time (UTC) Radar Bias (dB) Corr. RMSE (dB) Samples

2018/12/06 05:22
CHIVO 0.17 0.89 1.94 776
RMA -1.16 0.82 3.01 1104

2019/01/13 04:01 CHIVO 0.10 0.95 2.35 458

2019/01/31 22:35 CSAPR 0.93 0.87 3.04 946
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Table 4: Summary of the inter-comparison between the ground-based radar
on November 30th, 2018 case. The bias, correlation coefficient and, RMSE
are computed as defined in the set of Eq. (6) where the order of radars are
given by RdX vs. RdY in the Radars column. The Samples column refers
to the number of points used in the comparison.

Time (UTC) Radars Bias (dB) Corr. RMSE (dB) Samples

3:30 CHIVO vs. CSAPR 1.31 0.95 1.90 7772

4:00 CHIVO vs. RMA -0.95 0.85 2.57 7791

3:15 RMA vs. CSAPR 1.91 0.72 3.95 7539
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Table 5: Residual bias (δB) for the faces of the graph in Fig. 11, and
residual recalculated bias (δB̃) of the graph in Fig. 12.

Face δB(dB) δB̃(dB)

CHIVO-RMA-CSAPR -0.35 0.09
CHIVO-RMA-KuPR 0.35 -0.11
CHIVO-KuPR-CSAPR -0.52 0.17
KuPR-CSAPR-RMA 0.18 -0.03
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Table 6: From CHIVO to CSAPR, biases using different path. Bias is
computed as shown in Eq. (8) where RdX is CHIVO, RdY is CSAPR.

Path Bias (dB) Corr.

CHIVO-CSAPR 1.31 0.95
CHIVO-KuPR-CSAPR 0.79 0.80
CHIVO-RMA-CSAPR 0.96 0.61
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